
Codan’s New Generation
Transceiver (NGT) is small,
smart and simple.

• Small, user-friendly 
interface with address
book and programmable
hot keys

• Smart DSP system –
Easitalk – providing clear
communications

• Simple to use with 
Codan Automated Link
Management – CALM
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Codan radios will always provide you

with the most innovative, reliable 

HF communications available, and 

the NGT is no exception.

When Codan began designing tools 

for the new century, we set about 

revolutionising HF communications 

to bring you a radio that is both 

intelligent and friendly.  
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The NGT is friendly because we 

have modelled the talk-and-control 

end on something small, familiar and

approachable – a mobile phone.

Users no longer need to be daunted

by the complexity of an HF transceiver.

To make the NGT even more 

user-friendly, Codan includes:

• Direct dialling, which allows 

you to dial the desired number

and press the call button

• A smart address book, which

stores names, call locations 

and even pre-programmed 

text messages

• Hot keys for one-touch calling, 

or initiating pre-programmed

sequences or operations

• Menu-driven access to enable

you to easily configure your

equipment and network 

parameters
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The NGT is smart and simple 

to use because many operations are

automatic, due to state of the art 

technology like CALM and Easitalk.

CALM

An innovation so smart it will 

automatically select the most suitable

radio channel for you — any time of

the day or night.  CALM develops a

profile of channel characteristics over

time, enabling it to select a suitable

channel from the moment the radio

is turned on.

Being a fully compatible enhance-

ment of the industry standard 

FED-STD-1045 ALE, CALM has many

advantages including:

• 80% reduction in sounding

activity

• A self-managing network 

• Performance that is twice 

as fast as conventional 

ALE systems

• Virtual addressing that supports

multiple services such as voice,

fax, data and email

Easitalk

A Codan noise reduction system

designed to automatically give you

clear and clean voice reception, 

eliminating concern for atmospheric

conditions and electrical interference.

Until now, noise reduction devices

have come as complex add-ons 

that require you to fiddle constantly

with knobs and switches, and their

performance can be degraded

depending on the user’s language.

Easitalk can deliver clean reception –

regardless of language – at the press 

of a single button. 
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Whether you’re a mobile user or an

organisation, you’ll find the NGT a

breeze to install and manage.  Mobile

users can put the handset wherever 

it is convenient without consuming

valuable space on the vehicle 

dashboard.  And with the entire radio

user interface in the palm of your

hand, you have full control — even

while driving.

Fixed station users can take advantage

of the superior NGT desktop console.

This integrates the handset, push-to-

talk control, boom microphone, loud-

speaker and four additional hot keys

into a single convenient control point.

Organisations with large radio 

networks can tailor NGT operations 

to suit their needs by installing the

same address book, hot keys and user

configuration into every NGT unit. 
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We’ve also made the NGT simpler to

repair and manage, and it will work

seamlessly with existing networks and 

a wide range of add-on equipment.

Codan’s product range serves all 

your remote communication needs 

– from basic voice transmission to

email, the Internet, GPS, fax, data or

telephone interconnection – all using 

cost-effective HF technology.  

With the NGT you can access as many

of these features as you need in

mobile or fixed station configurations.
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